ABSTRACT In a vehicular visible light communication system, the visible light signals are obtained from a series of image frames showing LEDs as a transmitter which are captured by a high-speed camera as a receiver. However, when two LEDs overlap in the captured image, some serious problems related to data transmission arise, such as high data loss and bit-error-rate. To resolve these problems, in this paper, a method comprising three main steps for separating the overlapping LEDs is proposed. First, according to LED luminance, the edges of the LEDs are detected by applying an improved Canny edge detector algorithm. Then these edges are used to extract all the contours of the two overlapping LEDs. Finally, a derivative of the generalized Hough transform algorithm is utilized to distinguish each LED from the overlapping region according to the obtained LED contours. The performance of the proposed algorithm under different parametric conditions in real situations is analyzed according to the results of experiments conducted in an outdoor environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visible light communication (VLC) is a newly emerging technology that, when applied to the traffic system, is termed Vehicular Visible Light Communication (V2LC). V2LC uses Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) to transmit data to a photodiode or an on-vehicle high-speed camera in vehicle-tovehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure communication [1] - [3] . In comparison to other connected vehicle technologies, for example, Dedicated Short Range Communication [4] , [5] , V2LC offers greater bandwidths, low deployment costs, low complexity, and a high data rate. V2LC also prevents mutual signal interference, specifically in high-density traffic. These advantages allow V2LC to play an important role in the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), an innovative advanced application aimed at providing a better, safer transportation network, in which traffic accidents and congestion are effectively reduced.
In this study, the V2LC system uses the vehicular LEDs (front, tail LED lamps and daytime running light) as the transmitter and the on-vehicle high-speed camera as the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kumaradevan Punithakumar.
receiver. To ensure the receiver continuously receives signal from the transmitter, the line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver must not be interrupted. However, many phenomena exist that can disrupt transmission, such as heavy rain, fog, snow, and moving vehicles. In this paper, we focus on one of the most familiar phenomena, LED overlapping, which occasionally occurs when two vehicular LEDs approach each other closely from the camera's viewpoint. When overlapping occurs, the positions of vehicles cannot be located, yet the system has lost the LED tracking region. This can lead to two possible outcomes: high data loss and high biterror-rate. These reasons explain the necessity of designing a technique for separating each LED from the overlapping region.
In both practical engineering and scientific research areas, object segmentation in the case of overlapping always presents a difficult challenge that should be met. In particular, when in an image many objects with various characteristics such as size, shape, or color, appear that are required to be simultaneously segmented, it might cause more confusion for the segmentation task. In fact, no generalized approach exists that is effective for a wide range of image datasets. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. An overview of the proposed method.
In many previous approaches that resolve the overlapping object problem in biomedical or industrial imagery [6] - [11] , it must be assumed that the objects can be approximately fitted as an elliptical or circular shape. Therefore, these approaches will probably fail when the objects in the image have multiple shapes or their shapes are arbitrary. In addition, it is important to note that the authors of these approaches used only the plain background in their research contexts, and therefore, their approaches may be sensitive to noise, specifically when the background is complicated. Because of these disadvantages, these approaches cannot be applied in the case of overlapping LEDs. In the overlapping LED context, three obstacles must be addressed when separating overlapping LEDs. First, the background in the captured image contains a considerable amount of noise, which has to be removed as much as possible. The second obstacle is the deformation of the captured LED shapes due to the change of the camera's viewpoint when the vehicles move. Third, the variety of LED shapes used in the different vehicular brands must be considered.
In this paper, a method to resolve the problem of overlapping LEDs is proposed, which can be divided into three main steps: LED edge detection, LED contour extraction and LED separation. The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we propose an adaptive double threshold technique for LED edge detection. Second, to deal with the multiple shapes of LEDs and its deformation in LED separation step, a compound model of a conventional generalized Hough transform incorporated with prior knowledge about the LED shape is proposed. Finally, experiments are conducted in an outdoor environment using two LEDs to analyze the performance of our method in real situations. The results also provide insight into the effects of different parameters including working distance, ambient illuminance (environmental illuminance), and level of occlusion, on the recognition rate.
The remainder of the paper is organized into three sections. Section II describes the proposed method in detail. In Section III, the proposed method is evaluated by analyzing the results of outdoor experiments. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In the vehicular visible light communication system, LED detection is the first step which the receiver has to execute. After the positions of LEDs are determined, the receiver needs to distinguish whether the LEDs of vehicles are used to transmit data. This type of LED can be recognized by identifying a blinking pattern which is transmitted from the front vehicles through a series of frames. Then, the receiver starts tracking vehicular LEDs. However, sometimes the receiver may lose track of LED because of many scenarios including overlapping LEDs, LEDs occlusion, or LEDs are out of the camera's field of view. In this paper, we assume that the system has lost the LED position because of overlapping LEDs. To separate overlapping LEDs, the proposed method uses a series of consecutive frames as input. The first frame is the frame that two LEDs have not yet overlapped and the last frame is the frame that the LED overlapping happens. Moreover, in the first frame, all the LEDs are currently being tracked, and therefore, we suppose that the positions of the LEDs are already known. In this study, we address only the separation of the overlapping LEDs in the image, and our method is not related to the LED detection process.
An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . First, in the first frame, a list of LED R-tables is extracted for storing LED shape information and these tables are used to track LED centroids on the remaining frames. Then, the LED edge detection, LED contour extraction and LED centroids updating steps are executed to update the LED centroids in each frame. Finally, in the last frame, the contours of the LEDs are completely drawn to separate overlapping LEDs. LED edge detection and LED contour extraction are described in Section II-A and Section II-B, respectively. The proposed method also includes the technique for extracting the list of R-tables and updating the LED centroids, as presented in Section II-C. It should be noted that the primary goal of this study was LED detection to handle cases when LEDs overlap, and therefore, we assume that the input as the series of frames is taken from the LEDs' first appearance until they overlap. 
A. LED EDGE DETECTION
In general, an edge forms the outline of an object. Edges in an image are defined as the points (pixels) at which image brightness or intensity changes sharply and shows discontinuities. In other words, they indicate the boundaries between objects and background. Because the performance of the Canny edge detector algorithm [12] is outstanding as compared to that of several popular edge detection algorithms [13] , we decide to apply it to this study. The process of this algorithm consists of five sequential stages: applying Gaussian filter to reduce noise, determining the intensity gradient of the image, applying non-maximum suppression to reduce the risk of detecting false edges, utilizing double threshold to identify potential edge points, and finally tracking edge by hysteresis to remove all weak or discrete candidates. These stages are illustrated by Fig. 2 . An adaptive thresholding technique is contributed in the double thresholding stage to deal with the LED intensity feature. The whole process of Canny edge detector applied in this study will be described in the following sections.
1) GAUSSIAN FILTERING
The Canny edge detector applies a Gaussian filter convolving with the input image to reduce image noise and prevent a high possibility of false detection. In this study, the Gaussian filter with kernel size 5×5 was used. Denote the input image by A and the smoothed image by B, then: 
2) INTENSITY GRADIENT DETERMINATION
In computer vision, the image gradient is defined as a directional change in the intensity or color of the image, and it is one of many essential factors for finding the edge. To attain our objective, we calculate the intensity gradient magnitude and direction at each point in the image. The direction determines the edge orientation and the magnitude value determines whether this point lies on an edge. If this value is high, there is a rapid change in the intensity, likely implying that the point is on an edge, whereas when there are no substantial changes in the intensity, the point may not be on any edge. Assuming that g x is a derivative with respect to the x-axis, which represents the horizontal direction and g y is a derivative with respect to the y-axis, which represents the vertical direction. The equation for calculating g x and g y of smoothed image B is:
After g x and g y are obtained, the gradient magnitude g and direction are identified respectively as:
In Fig. 3 , each vector represents the gradient of its respective point. The vector length corresponds to the gradient magnitude and its direction corresponds to the gradient direction.
3) NON-MAXIMUM SUPPRESSION
Consider a case where the gradient value produced by the previous stage results in rather blurred edges. The final result ideally should have thin edges; that is, only the points in which their gradient values indicate the sharpest change of intensity value should be preserved. This reduces the calculation complexity and supports the next step so that it yields considerably better results. For this reason, non-maximum suppression must be performed to reduce the risk of false responses to edge detection by suppressing unwanted points that may not constitute a real edge.
Non-maximum suppression compares the gradient magnitude of each candidate edge point with each of its 8-connected neighborhoods in the positive and negative gradient directions. If its value is the largest, the candidate edge point will be preserved; otherwise, this point will be suppressed. For VOLUME 7, 2019 example, if the gradient direction is horizontal, a point is considered a possible edge point if its gradient magnitude value is greater than that of the points in the left and right direction.
4) DOUBLE THRESHOLDING
After non-maximum suppression has been applied, some points caused by noise or color variation seemingly still exist and could create false edge detection results. To solve this problem, the Canny edge detector algorithm uses two different values as the high and low threshold, respectively, to categorize all the image points into three classes: ''possibleedge'' C 0 , ''sure-edge'' C 1 , and ''not-edge'' C 2 . All points with the gradient magnitude smaller than the low threshold are marked as ''not-edge'' instances and filtered out as background, whereas those with the gradient values higher than the high threshold are identified as ''sure-edge'' instances; the remaining points having the gradient magnitudes between the high and low thresholds are ''possible-edge'' instances, each of which may be an edge point or not.
a: LIMITATION OF THE ORIGINAL ALGORITHM
In the original algorithm, the threshold values were chosen manually through experience and empirically, and hence, the algorithm lacks the flexibility and robustness required to handle a very large number of different images with different complex contents. Moreover, the chosen threshold must be reasonable to reflect the image feature approximately.
b: A PROPOSED ADAPTIVE THRESHOLDING ALGORITHM
In the context of this study, the points inside the LEDs are expected to be the brightest points. Hence, their intensity is higher than that of the other points, which means that their gradient magnitudes are relatively high or highest. In addition, whereas most of the methods presented in other articles are designed to distinguish the background and foreground objects [14] - [16] based on the Otsu method [17] . The Otsu method performs clustering-based image thresholding but has a disadvantage that it is only suitable for the image having a bi-modal gradient amplitude histogram. In this case, our objective is to differentiate the brightest objects from other objects and the background. Therefore, we can understand that a ''possible-edge'' point might be interpreted whether as belonging to the LED edge, belonging to the edge of another object, or just simply a part of the surrounding persistent noise. In this study, we suggest an adaptive thresholding algorithm to determine the high threshold hi and low threshold lo for clustering three classes C 0 , C 1 and C 2 .
Suppose that the gradient magnitude range of the entire image is [0, m] with m is the maximum value, the low threshold lo is experimentally determined as the half of m:
Let p i denote the probability corresponding to gradient magnitude value i, the high threshold hi separates the gradient 
Their corresponding class means are:
Their corresponding variances are:
The combined mean of two classes is calculated by:
The within-class variance (intra-class variance) σ 2 within of these two classes is defined as the sum of the two variances multiplied by their associated weights (the sum of within-class variance of C 0 and within-class variance of C 1 ), which are illustrated by Fig. 4 .
The between-class variance is the weighted variance of the class means themselves around the combined mean. With σ 2 is the combined variance of C 0 and C 1 , σ 2 between can be achieved by subtracting σ 2 within from σ 2 .
Among many possible values for high threshold hi between lo + 1 and m, we have to determine the optimal value of hi that makes the within-class variance σ 2 within minimal. The optimal value of hi also maximizes the between-class variance σ 2 between . Because σ 2 between can be calculated easier, we design the algorithm for searching the optimal value of hi which is based on the calculation of σ 2 between instead of σ 2 within , as shown in Fig. 5 .
F-score is the prevalent measure of edge detection accuracy in many previous researches [18] - [20] . In this study, we use it to evaluate the performance of the double thresholding algorithm by comparing its output with the ground truth. The F-score is calculated by the following equation:
The tp, fp and fn metrics are respectively defined as:
• tp: the number of LED edge points detected correctly.
• fp: the number of non-edge points detected as LED edge points.
• fn: the number of LED edge points not detected. Fig. 6 shows the example of edge detection when applying a proposed adaptive threshold and when using the fixed high and low threshold. Fig. 6(a) shows the input image. Fig. 6(b) shows the edge detection ground truth. Fig. 6(c) shows the result of applying a proposed adaptive threshold. Fig. 6(d) shows the result of using the fixed high and low threshold values as 180 and 250, respectively [2] . These results reveal that the proposed adaptive threshold has better accuracy and more robust to noise. When applying on the experimental dataset, the proposed adaptive threshold has a higher average F-score than that of the fixed double threshold 180 and 250: 0.844 compared with 0.758. Therefore, the proposed adaptive threshold is suitable for the LED overlapping separation algorithm. The high and low threshold for this case have now been determined. This completes the double thresholding stage.
5) EDGE TRACKING BY HYSTERESIS
All ''sure-edge'' points are certainly be involved in the final edge detection result. We examine each point in the ''possible-edge'' class and eliminate it if it does not connect to any ''sure-edge'' point, and preserve it if it does. After that, the fully edges of LEDs are extracted, as shown in Fig. 7 .
B. LED CONTOUR EXTRACTION
Object contours, which can also be considered as a set of boundary points, are closed curves obtained from the edges of an object. In this step, we apply the border following algorithm proposed by Suzuki and Abe [21] on the extracted LED edges to get the fully LED contours. The topological structure of LED edges is analyzed to keep only the outermost, closed ones in which there are no holes with two stages: putting a unique mark on each edge, adding a procedure for obtaining the parent edge of the currently followed one. Each marked edge refers to each LED contour, which will be used to find the LED from the image.
C. OVERLAPPING LEDs SEPARATION
Where the camera is the receiver and the vehicular LEDs are the transmitter, depending on the camera's viewpoint, it is likely that the shapes of the LEDs will be deformed in the captured images. The shape can be an ellipse if the original LED shape is circular and a parallelogram if it is rectangular. Further, different vehicle brands frequently feature many different LED shapes. Therefore, to separate overlapping LEDs, we propose the method that can handle arbitrary LED shapes and it is based on the generalized Hough transform algorithm.
1) CONVENTIONAL GENERALIZED HOUGH TRANSFORM
The generalized Hough transform [22] is a novel method to detect arbitrary shapes. It uses the gradient direction of every point on the object boundary as a key feature. To store the shape information of the object, the template table called as the R-table is built. First of all, a reference point C(x c , y c ) of the object shape is chosen, the reference point is typically chosen as a point inside the object region. Then, suppose that the set of boundary points is P, g b is the gradient vector, the following parameters of each point B(x b , y b ) in P are computed and stored in a row of R-table (Table 1) : b denotes its gradient direction, r b denotes the length of the line segment BC and the angle α b between BC and the x-axis. r b is also called the radial distance, which is computed by Eq. (13) .
The geometry of an object's shape for the generalized Hough transform is shown in Fig. 8 .
When the gradient direction of every boundary point is considered, it may be found that some points have the same gradient direction. In Table 1 , φ j represents a unique gradient direction value (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) and m is the number of unique gradient direction values. Each index φ j may contain multiple tuples (r b , α b ), means multiple boundary points.
After the R-table has been built, it is utilized to detect an object via locating its reference point from the image. To find an exact reference point, we build a 2D accumulator array with the size equal to the image size and each array element is initially set to zero. For each boundary point in the image, its gradient direction b is looked up in R-table.
The search results may include many tuples (r, α). For each tuple (r b , α b ), the possible reference point (x c , y c ) is calculated based on Eq. (14) and the value of the corresponding element in accumulator array is increased by 1. The process including searching in the R-table and updating values in the accumulator array is called the voting process. If the object is not overlapped, the element with the highest vote in the accumulator array indicates the most possible reference point of the object, whereas, when the object is overlapped, not the highest, but the element with second or third highest vote, may correspond to the reference point.
2) PROPOSED OVERLAPPING LEDs SEPARATION ALGORITHM
As mentioned in Section I, some previous works resolving the overlapping object problem only deal with a given shape of objects. But in the overlapping LEDs context, the shape of LED is varying and deformable. Therfore, based on the main idea of conventional generalized Hough transform algorithm that is used for detecting arbitrary shape of object, we develop the algorithm which can separate each LED from overlapping LEDs region. The input of the algorithm is the series of n consecutive frames, which have all been converted into grayscale images.
Assuming that the time interval when overlapping LEDs occurs is very short and there is no more vehicle coming in or coming out camera's field of view. Moreover, in the last frame, the receiver may lose track of some LEDs because of overlapping LEDs and the number of these LEDs can be calculated by subtracting the number of tracked LEDs in the last frame from the first frame.
In the first frame, for each LED which is lost track, the corresponding R-table is built and this LED's centroid is chosen as a reference point. Let n bp denote the number of boundary points of each LED, then we can calculate the coordinate of LED centroid by the following equation: (15) From the next to the last frame, R-tables are used to match objects which have the same shapes with the LEDs in the first frame. Also in the last frame, the contour of each LED is completely drawn due to R-tables, so the overlapping LEDs are separated.
The procedure for separating the overlapping LEDs is shown in Algorithm 1. In the first frame, the positions of each LED pos, which is presented by the bounding boxthe rectangle border surrounds the LED, is already known. From those bounding boxes, the edges of LEDs LED_edges are extracted. Next, all the LED contours LED_contours are extracted and applied for building the list of the R-tables R. The list of the R-tables is applied to update the LED centroids frame by frame. For each frame, three main steps including LED edge detection, LED contour extraction and LED centroids updating are executed sequentially. The procedure for updating LED centroids in each frame is described in Algorithm 2. At first, all the edges of the brightest objects in the image edges are extracted by using the Canny edge detector algorithm integrated with the adaptive threshold technique. In this step, some noise, which may have a similar shape with LEDs, are discarded. The output image from the edge detection step is a binary image. Next, all the contours contours are extracted and prepared for the LED centroids updating step. In this step, the gradient direction of every boundary point in the image grad_directs is calculated using Eq. (2) and Eq. (4). With each boundary point in the image, the R-table of each LED is used to vote for its possible centroid pc from the corresponding accumulator array ar. The current centroid of each LED is the possible centroid that is nearest to the centroid of this LED in the previous frame. After the centroid of each LED LED_centrs has been found in the last frame, its corresponding R-table is used to draw the LED contour. Initialize accumulator array ar 7: Voting possible centroids pc corresponding to the ith LED in ar using R[i] 8: Find LED_centr based on centrs_prev[i] and pc 9: Add LED_centr to list of LED_centrs 10: end for 11: return LED_centrs
Algorithm 1 Procedure Overlapping_LED_Separation

III. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We set up the experimental environment as shown in Fig. 9 . While the camera was kept static, two LEDs were placed on a fixed height and moved steadily along the X-axis to create the overlapping effect in the captured video. The images of two LEDs in consecutive frames in the captured video are illustrated as Fig. 10 . To consider the variation of heights of different vehicle types, before each video, we also changed the relative height of the camera compared with the LEDs in range 50 cm to 70 cm.
In real scenarios, the camera and LEDs move in both X-axis and Y-axis and create the overlapping effect in the captured video. It is important to note that even though the moving patterns of the camera and LEDs in real scenarios and in the experiment are different, the overlapping effect created in the captured video are just the same. As the input of the proposed algorithm is the captured video only, the movement patterns of camera and LEDs that lead to the overlapping effect do not matter. And since the overlapping effect created in the captured video is the same as in real scenarios, the experiment environment in the manuscript can provide a fair evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The camera used in these experiments was a Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 V with a maximum sensor resolution of 5472 × 3648, focal length from 24 mm to 70 mm, shutter speed from 30 s to 1/32000 s, ISO speed from 80 to 12800, and a CMOS image sensor. The ambient illuminance was measured using a Center 337 Lightmeter device. All the system parameters for these experiments are provided in Table 2 . Let t denote the exposure time (shutter speed) and f LED denote the frequency of LED. In the experiments, the exposure time of the camera is always shorter than the LED pulse duration so that the camera can record the signal in the data transmission process [23] .
After obtaining each series of frames, the centroid of each LED in the overlapping frame was estimated using the VOLUME 7, 2019 proposed method. The final result of this experiment was that the overlapping LEDs were separated, as shown in Fig. 11 .
Let G(x g , y g ) denote the actual centroid (ground truth centroid), R(x r , y r ) denote the estimated centroid (detected centroid), r LED denote the measured radius of the LED, d(R, G) denote the position error and denote the rate between d(R, G) and r LED , these parameters were illustrated in Fig 12. A procedure consisting of two steps was used to check whether the LEDs were successfully separated. First, d(R, G) was calculated by Eq. (17) . Second, was computed by Eq. (18) . An LED was recognized as separated successfully if the value of was below a certain acceptance threshold τ .
r LED (18) To evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the entire dataset, including multiple series of frames, we computed the recognition rate γ , that is, the number of series in which both LEDs were successfully separated N succeed as a percentage of the total amount of all series N series .
In addition, different acceptance thresholds were used to examine the changes in the recognition rate of the proposed method. The acceptance threshold value was chosen according to the type of application. For example, in the communication process between vehicles, the acceptance threshold must be as small as possible to avoid data loss, whereas, if the application is focused on tracking the vehicles to determine their positions, the value of the acceptance threshold can be relatively large.
The proposed algorithm was implemented using Python programming language. All the experiments were conducted on the computer system with 8GB RAM and Intel Core i3-3230 3.30GHz processor. The average computational time was about 54ms/frame, which was equivalent to 19fps.
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dataset used in the evaluation of the performance of our method contained 400 series of frames recorded with different parameters, as provided in Table 2 . In Table 2 , some exposure settings of the camera should be set in auto mode in the real scenario. However, to examine the effect of each individual parameter on the performance of algorithm, we fixed the ISO, aperture and shutter speed parameters. The performance was analyzed according to the working distance, level of occlusion, ambient illuminance, and acceptance threshold parameters. When the recognition rate corresponding to each parameter was considered, the other parameters were fixed.
1) PERFORMANCE CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT WORKING DISTANCES
To show the effect of the distance between the camera (the receiver) and the vehicular LEDs (the transmitter), i.e., the working distance, on the recognition rate of the proposed method, we conducted an experiment in an outdoor environment in which the working distance was varied. The maximum distance is 70m and the minimum distance is 10m. The recognition rates corresponding to the different working distances are shown in Fig. 13 . In the experimental setup, the illuminance of ambient light and level of occlusion were fixed at 30000 lux and 30%, respectively. Fig. 13 shows that the recognition rate of the proposed method decreases when the working distance increases. Furthermore, the algorithm's performance is degraded slowly in the distance range from 10 to 50 m and at a faster rate when the distance is over 50 m. There are two reasons that cause performance degradation. First, when the working distance increases gradually, the LED radius decreases, as shown in Table 3 . Therefore, the maximum allowable position error must be reduced to avoid losing signals when the transmitter transmits signal to the receivers. The longer the working distance, the smaller the position error should be. For example, in a comparison of the maximum allowable position error for two working distances, 10 m and 50 m, when the acceptance threshold is 0.15, if the position error is 5.1 px at 10 m, the separation can be considered successful, but if the position error is the same at 50 m, the separation can be considered to have failed.
Second, the recognition rate decreases when the working distance increases because the number of LED boundary points decreases, in particular in the case of an occluded LED. The degradation of the occluded LED boundary points is caused by the increase in the working distance and the LED occlusion. When the occlusion level is fixed and the working distance is small, the number of occluded LED boundary points is decreased, but the algorithm can vote for the correct LED centroid because the number of LED boundary points remains large. However, when the working distance becomes larger, the number of occluded LED boundary points lost is greater and the algorithm is prone to vote for an incorrect LED centroid.
As can be expected, the recognition rate of the algorithm is increased when the acceptance threshold is increased. When the acceptance threshold is increased, the maximum allowable position error increases also, and therefore, the recognition rate is better.
2) PERFORMANCE CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT OCCLUSION LEVELS
Fig. 14 shows the performance of the proposed method corresponding to different levels of occlusion. As can be expected, the recognition rate of the proposed method decreases when the level of occlusion is higher. When the distance and ambient illuminance are fixed, the higher the level of the LED overlapping, the greater the number of occluded LED boundary points that are lost. Therefore, the R-table gradually loses its function when the occlusion level becomes higher, which results in more recognition failure as the occlusion level increases.
3) PERFORMANCE CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT AMBIENT ILLUMINANCES
The outdoor experiment was conducted in the same location under various environmental conditions, including nighttime, overcast day time, daylight, and full daylight. The corresponding ambient illuminances of these conditions were 0 lux, 6000 lux, 10000 lux, and 30000 lux. The effect of different ambient illuminances on the performance of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 15 . The figure shows that the recognition rate drops slightly when the ambient illuminance increases. Fig. 16 shows the blooming effect corresponding to the different ambient illuminances. As introduced in Section II-C, the information of every boundary point is the key feature of the R-table. When the ambient illuminance increases, the LED boundary points are prone to change in position and intensity. This occurs because of the blooming effect in the captured image. The blooming effect is the phenomenon in which the photodiodes of the image sensor receive an excessive number of photons and the redundant photons overflow to the surrounding photodiodes. We can observe that the blooming effect in Fig. 16(a) is less than that in Fig. 16(b) , because the image sensors received a different amount of light from the environment. Under nighttime conditions, the image sensor of the camera receives light only from the LED, whereas under full daylight conditions, the image sensor receives more light from the environment, such as sunlight and reflected light. This increases the inten- sity of the LED boundary points and the position of the LED boundary points are changed because the redundant photons overflow the surrounding LED boundaries. Consequently, the position error increases and the recognition rate decreases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a challenging problem in V2LC, overlapping vehicular LEDs, was considered. The overlapping LEDs phenomenon causes many serious difficulties in real traffic systems such as interruptions in vehicle tracking processes. Realized this problem, a multi-step method which aims to separate the overlapping LEDs was proposed. The principal contribution of this study is threefold. First, a modification of an Otsu-based adaptive threshold method was proposed such that it is compatible with detecting the edges of LED by means of their luminance. Second, a flexible technique for handling the LED contours' deformation caused by changing the camera's viewpoint that uses a derivative of the generalized Hough transform algorithm was provided. Third, realworld, small-scale experiments to test and demonstrate the method's performance in actual applications using a novel dataset were described. Although the accuracy of the proposed scheme on the adopted dataset is relatively high, its robustness for more complicated types of LED shapes still needs to be further investigated. In future work, we plan to devise some optimizations to improve the recognition rate and reduce the computational complexity to achieve a faster but more precise approach, so that it can be utilized efficiently in real scenarios.
